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 staff writer 
Debates over word useage are underway 
both 
in 
the California State 
Assembly  and 
at 
SJSU.  
Gov. George Deukmejian's office states 
a "hotly debated" affirmative action bill, 
approved by a 43-29 vote Monday, will be 
signed into law as soon as it reaches his 
desk. 
Here on campus the debate over how to 
bring equality to the educational world con-
tinues between 
English  Professor Dennis 
Chaldecott
 and Samuel Henry, director 
of 
the equal employment opportunity 
and af-
firmative action office. 
The recent debate 
between
 these outspo-
ken university employees centers around a 
book by E.D. Hirsch called "Cultural Lit-





 contains a 5,000 -item list 
of "what literate Americans should 
know."  The appropriateness of "the list" 
is 
not  an agreed -upon topic. 
"The trouble with critics of this book is 
they don't get specific. I would say there is 
no controversy
 over the need for a common 
core of knowledge. Chaldecott said. 
"Reduce it (the discussion over a com-
mon core) to one item  tabula rasa.  Ask 
should the use of the phrase tabula rasa (a 
blank slate) stop 
or should the people learn 
the meaning of the 
word?"  he continued. 
Henry said Chaldecon's land
 Hirsch's 
logic) is based upon a "misunderstanding 
of 
Dewey."  
"Hirsch misreads Dewey in a very fun-
damental way. Dewey stated that what is 
important are relationships between
 peo-
ple,"
 Henry said. 






















































search  for 
















 be in 
that  body 
of 








offended  (by 
Hirsch's 
book),"  
Henry  said. 
Henry  also said he 
worked with a 
profes-
sor
 of education at 
Columbia 
University  in 
a 
department that was
























































































'The trouble with 
critics  of this book is 
they don't get 
specific. I would say 
there is no 
controversy over the 
need











work,  but as 
he listened
 to the 




















 about ethnicity 
should 
have been discarded  
the melting pot the-
ory.  
"I'm never 
going to melt. 
Perhaps a 
salad





 he had tried to 
"back out 
of presenting















 for saving  the life 
of
 14 -year -old 





The late artist 
Andy Warhol claimed that ev-
eryone gets 
a minimum of 15 minutes of fame 
in their 
lifetime. At least one SJSU 
student will 
experience 
some  of her share today. 
Jennie  Lee Graham, an 
art
 education major, 
is being honored this 
morning  by the Carmel 
Police Department for 
rescuing a teenager 
caught
 in a riptide off
 Carmel Beach. 
The SJSU senior 
is among 30 people who 
will receive a certificate 
of
 appreciation after a 
formal inspection of 
police department employ-
ees. This is an 
annual  event at which 
awards
 
are presented "to 
people
 who have helped us 
or
 
others, or done something
 special during the 
year." said Joyce Farris. 
desk sergeant, Car-
mel Police Department. 
Graham 
became  eligible for 
this honor after 
she 
swam  out to rescue I4 -year
-old
 Jonathan 
Fitzpatrick from San Mateo,
 who got pushed 
out 
too  far by waves on Feb. 13. 
Graham was learning how to surf and had a 
wet suit on and a friend's surf board in 
hand  
when Fitzpatrick's mother asked her to 
help  her 
son. Graham didn't see him at lost and had
 to 
go down the beach before she spotted him 
about 
100 yards out in the 
water.  
Graham. 28, who had lifeguard training in 
high school, handed over the surfboard and 
swam out after him. It took about 15 
minutes  to 
reach him. She explained to him 
that he was 
caught in a riptide and they 
would have to swim 
parallel to it until they reached the 
end  of it and 
then
 they would be 
able
 to swim ashore. 
At this time Fitzpatrick
 had been in 42 -de-
gree water 
for  about 20 minutes so she held his 
hand to guide 
him. When the two had reached 
a 
point where 
Graham felt the waves 
were 
weaker she told 






















 out the 
Easter 











 is taking 
on
 the role of 
easter 
bunny
 during the 
week of 
March  21 






-sponsored  by 
Spartan 
Shops,  "is a 
lot bigger than 
last 













 the coveted 
"golden 
egg." 
The  egg 














































 will be given
 out at a 
booth in 








 Clues are available
 in the Leisure 
Services  office 
after  rosin. 
The clues, made 
up by the three -
person committee that is responsible 
for playing Easter bunny, are in the 
form of riddles which 
hint at the lo-
cations of 
the golden and rotten 
eggs. 
Those  eager to begin the 
egg hunt 
early 
and go for the
 gold should
 be 
warned  that the 
golden  egg will 
not 
be put




 keep the eager
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to go through them?''She told him to 
let the waves 
take  him and they would push 
him in toward the shore. 
That's when he asked.
 "Can I still hold your 
hand?" Graham said laughing. 
The waves always pulled
 her farther because 
of the wetsuit, she said,
 and though the water 
was only waist -high, it 
made
 Fitzpatrick panic. 
By then he had been in 
the water about an hour 
and 15 minutes and 
he
 was starting to suffer 
from hypothermia. 
"I was
 tired when I got
 out of the water.
 I 
could hardly 
stand but it 
felt




 and it felt 
good
 to 
be a hero 









 "I want 
to 
get  a wetsuit 



























By Mike Lewis 
Daily staff writer 
Students interested in work-
ing for a magazine will have a 
chance for a head start in that 
direction thanks to the Student 
Magazine Association. Mu 
Alpha 





April  26, is a day -long se-
ries of events which includes 
seminars,
 speakers and head-
lined by an open talk 
forum by 

































See MAGAZINE, page I? 
Jennie 
Lee Graham 


























































 head of the 




author  of the 
reso-
lutions.  said the
 four resolutions
 are a 
"package to 




"We  need an 
organized






 campus about 
AIDS," 
Walters  said. 
Waters asserts 
there are several 
important 
points that are 
addressed
 in the resolutions. 
"One
 of the resolutions says
 we are abso-
lutely 
opposed









 something like 
that 
forced  on them; it won't 
change behavior." 
Walters 
cites  New York 
City  as an exam-
ple of mandatory






























resolutions  are a response
 to a 
statement by 
Surgeon
 General C. 
Everett  
Koop 





tory testing of 
students  on a suburban 
West  
Coast college campus 
to determine how 
much the 
virus  has spread. 
Students would 
be tested for the
 HIV virus, which





poses any mandatory testing for
 AIDS. 
"There is no 
way I would 
stand  for man-
datory testing,"
 he said. 
McLennan said 
the  individual 
resolutions  
can be 
summed  up in one  
bigger  issue. 
"Basically, 
what  it boils 
down
 to is edu-
cation." he said. 
"It is important that 
people  
who 
believe that they 
may  have come in 
con-
tact with the virus have a place





McCarthy. A.S. vice 
president, said 
the resolutions
 are a step toward 
creating  a 
formal proposal 
about  AIDS testing 
and edu-
cation  to the California 
State University ad-
ministration  and, eventually,
 to the surgeon 
general. 
McCarthy  gives credit to the AIDS 
testing 
committee for the proposals. 
"The committee 
did  a fine job," he 
said.There is some opposition 
to Walters' 
resolution calling for AIDS 
testing  on cam -
Pus 
Wiggsy Sivertsen.
 a counselor at 
SJSU, 
said she is adamantly





 can do everything 








By Joe S. Kappia
 
Daily staff writer 
The Academic Program Im-
provement Committee is seeking a 
$30,000
 grant from the California 
State University
 Chancellor's Office 
to be used for the 
implementation of 
plans to internationalize the 
SJSU 
curriculum. 
George Moore. a member 
of
 the 














phases out at 
the end of this 
aca-
demic year with the 
projects  nearing 
completion. 
The focal point of the 
interna-
tional curriculum,  he said, will be to 
encourage the participation of the 
Hispanic
 and Asian communities by 
bringing the university
 to the com-
munity. He 
said rather than seeing 
the university 
as
 an isolated ivory 
tower, it should be viewed as a 
liv-
ing, functioning body of the larger 
community. 
Moore 
said  that the international 
curriculum was 
developed  to encour-
age 
students
 to think 
beyond  their 
provincial lines. California. he
 
cited 
as an example, does more business 
with Asia than any other state in 
America; and Mexican labor, he 
added, is more valuable to California 
than
 any other neighboring state. 
"We are intimately connected." 
said 
Moore,  "and it is essential to be 
aware of not just being trading part-
ners
 or exploiting their labor" but in 
other areas of interest. 
Back to the 
curriculum,  Moore 
said it is being
 developed by paying 
tor re -assigned
 time of faculty mem-
bers 
from  the grants 
received  from 
the 
Chancellor's




 are of 
international  di-
mension,  with no 




 or region 
During
 the planning












 and time to 
Pacific  realm 
studies. In all, time 





Voting for A.S. elections ends today 
Today is the 
final day SJSU 
students can cast ballots for their 
new Associated Students officers 
at three campus voting booths: 
 In between the Student 
Union and the Old Cafeteria 
Building a voting booth will be 
open from 9 
a.m.  to 8 p.m. 
 In front of Clark Library a 
voting booth will be open from 9 
a.m. to 8 p.m.
 
 At Seventh 




 Gym, a 
voting booth will be open from 9 
a.m. to 2:30 
p.m. 
Students will need to present 
an SJSU student body card with a 
valid  spring 1988 
sticker. 
Students may 
vote to donate $2 
from their fees 
to
 the A.S organi-
zation of their 
choice.  
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 without a pause. 
Bluto. Flounder and the 
rest of Delta Chi be-
came antiheroes in an uptight,
 conservative system. 
"Animal House" made it 
OK for fraternities to be 
obnoxious, yet individual. 
At SJSU. Greeks will downplay or emphasize 
this 
image to 
suit their  
needs.  For example.
 one 
house might


















 but "Animal 
House"  still reminds 
us 















 wealth,  high-level connec-
tions.
 Ralph Lauren.
 and wealth. But a Greek corn-
::munity is only as 
conservative
 as the campus that 
supports it. And at SJSU, blue
 bloods are about as 
::common
 as parking spaces.
 
Because SJSU is a friendly and 
unpretentious 
:scliodl'so
 are most of its Greeks. Overall.
 fraternity 
 :houses are 
modest  and fraternity 
members
 aren't 
 rich. parties 






But in light of 
its middle-class foundation, the 
Greek system yearns for
 more. At a school where 
conimmting can turn 
classes into nine -to -five drudg-
ery, fraternity and 
sorority members seek to be-
long.
 
But they also want what
 other Greek commu-
nities have: a fraternity row,
 a college -town atmo-
sphere. chapter houses 
that
 resemble palaces, long-
standing
 traditions. more 
prestige,
 and more 
money. 
Jealousy
 mixes with inspiration
 when SJSU 
GrebItt see the 
example of a UC-Berkeley or 
 
'As" an alumnus of Phi Delta 
Theta.  I've seen 
sonic of these 
examples first-hand. 
The Phi Delt 
house at USC. for 




 heard the chapter paid 
Otis  Day and 
the Knights 
$10,000
 to play a party.)
 At the Uni-
versity
 of Toronto, the
 chapter has owned
 its three-
story  Victorian house
 since 1902. 
Each fraternity 
has similar sources of 
envy 
throughout  the continent.
 But within this envy 
is a 
definite pride and 
defiance.  Maintaining 
a healthy 
Greek system on 
a commuter campus 
is tough and 
often discouraging. 
But  it's also rewarding. 
Like other
 Greeks. I shared the 
challenge  of 
working, commuting,
 studying. and giving
 my all 
to a System I 












 Phi Delta Theta and the
 rest of 
the Greek system 
shared  my attitudes, 
I pledged 
myself
 to them. I 
became
 part of the 
striving  and 
the pseudo -conservatism 
that allowed us to laugh 
at 
ourselves,  while meeting
 people and having fun. 
On 
other campuses, 1 
didn't  always see these 
at-
titudes.  Prestige and money
 never seemed compati-
ble with
 fun and friendliness. 
From 
my experiences, 
the  Greek system at 
SJSU
 never sacrificed these
 things. It isn't Faber 
College.
 and it has no real 
"Animal  Houses. But I 
think even 




It's their Rec; let 'em wreck it 
An unlikely source perfectly Lap - 
sulized the sticky Rec Center prob-
lem Friday. 
"The trustees have said. 'It's our 
gym; it's your loan.' " 
The 








off as a 
joke of 
a candidate even before Jim Cellini 
and the election hoard revealed that 
his G.P.A. was .1 I too low. This 
newspaper refused to run his candi-
date profile. 
And, yet, he summed up the Rec 
Center situation better than any can-
didate so far. What that tells you 
about Associated Students politics is 
open 
to interpretation. but Goeltz's 
message
 is pure truth. 
The 






 it is 
imperative  to finish the 
Rec Center 
as soon as 
possible.  constantly re-
minding SJSU 
students  that "if the 
construction
 company walks off the 
site, the 
students
 will lose an incredi-
ble amount
 of money." 
Maybe. But there is absolutely no 
reason why the construction com-
pany (those





would want to 
do that. Chancellor 
W. Ann Reynolds
 (no cracks) has al-
ready determined 
that
 the company 
will be paid. Until
 the project is 
completed (when are you 
graduat-
ing?), all funds will 
come
 from the 
State Agency Pool. 
But,  lest
 you think the State is 
willing to claim any responsibility 
for cost overruns, every penny bor-
rowed from the State Agency Pool 
(you SAP!) will be paid back. 
Some recovered funds may go 
to-
ward 
the loan ($6.5  million?) 
from 
the State Agency Pool. 
Some may 
go toward maintenance and repair, 




























the  nail 
right  on 
the head. 
It's 




















 argue that 













people  into 
































its use for 
a year 
and a half




How  much would 
the trustees 
charge 
us in interest 
if we were a 
year -and
-a -half late 
paying
 back a 
$6.5 
million  loan? 
How much indeed. 
Letters to the Editor 
The perfect 'cynic' 
Dave  Lanson and his acidic 
tongue are at it again. In his column 
"Burn, baby. burn" 
(March  15) he 
reaches new heights of alienation. 
There's no need to consult a 
diction-
ary for the definition of "cynic," 
just read Dave's column. 
This time babies and women are 
laid  on the sacrificial table with 
mighty Dave poised overhead with 
sword 
(oh.




This world is 
















journalism only perpetuates the 
problem. It's easy to he negative  
the true test of courage, and educa-
tion, is to find realistic
 solutions for 
the betterment of all
 people. This is 
the core message 
I've received from 
my professors in the
 last five years. 
For his 
sake.  I hope "Video 
Wife" becomes a 
reality.  No real 
woman would put 
up with him. As 
for babies, the only
 thing we can 
hope for is that 












want  to thank
 the 
students  re-
sponsible for the petitions against the 
proposed
 $2 parking fee. 
1 share the same thoughts as many 
students with whom I've spoken. 
We wouldn't mind paying a little 
more for parking, say SI or $1.25 it 
the money went to build more park-
ing for
 more students. But $2 a day 
is really 
too much. Next, they'll 
want it 




I was outraged  when I heard about 
the increase. I read one letter to the 
editor of this paper asking whether 
anyone planned a petition drive and 
where the author could sign up. I ag-
reed. Who was going
 to organize a 
petition? 
I thank those 
organizers
 for acting 
' on my 
behalf, when I 
didn't










 the fliers, signs,
 and 
campaigning 
politicians?  Aren't 
1 there 
elections going on? Aside 
from ! 
the candidate
 profiles in the 
Daily,  a 
few
 signs scattered 
on and around 
campus,




 in the 
Student  Union, 
no one 
would  know 
there  are elec-
tions being 
held for our 
student
 lead-
ers. and it 
seems like no one
 cares. 
I 
remember  my first exposure to 
college 
politics.
 when REAL and 
SPARC 







years  ago. The visibility of 
both parties'
 candidates was remark-
able; they 
projected  enthusiasm 
and 
a genuine 
concern  and understanding
 




 seems to have 
made something of an 
effort  to talk 
to student groups and 
gain  exposure 
through student organizations.
 But  I 
guess  with a party name 
like REAL 
you
 don't have to do much
 cam-
paigning. 
My hat is off to those few students
 
running independently who have 
been actively campaigning and try-




overall lack of publicity and 
exposure of this year's candidates 
makes me wonder if they truly want 










In response to Hazel Whitman's 
column on the lack of intellectual
 de-
velopment in body-builders or 
fit-
ness enthusiasts, I must 
















4.0  GPA for 











Hazel speaks of 
balance
 in life and 
I agree, but her example 
of
 the poor 
soul who ripped out his shin bone is 
not automatic proof of the lack of a 
developed mind  my Lord, the 
man was in 
shock.  Who knows what 
any of us would do when faced 
with
 
a "fight -or -flight" situation. 
Oh,  by the 
way,
 ask Hazel 
what 
she thinks 
about  the great
 minds of 
our time 
who sit at their 
desks and 
use all
 that well -developed
 intellec-
tual
 muscle to design
 the best toxic 
materials








our world has seen.
 After all, these 
people have Ph.D.'s 
and high IQ's 
































it here; you went
 to 
school  




















































































this  seat 








 win on 
an-
other
 night  
it will 
be a rarity




























 is a man
 who 
happens  to 
have
 a disability,





















speak  for 
themselves
 and he's












affairs  on 











his  motto 
of
 "You 
can!"  This 
week  stu-
dents have
 the luxury 




what he has 
done,  not what he 




during  AIDS 




toward  this 
theme, that he 
overcame his fear
 of alienation 
Irum the nucleus of 




 to speak before 
his own classmates 
on 
the subject
 of AIDS. He 
shared
 his personal 
experi-
ence 
in order to better answer
 students' questions. 





 the  underlining message
 of 
AIDS prevention. 
Walters continued to preach
 that 
the virus can be 
isolated and doesn't have
 to reach 
the student
 population. 
But  he knew it wasn't enough to say it. Educa-
tion had 
to be implemented, and instead of realizing 
his limitations on 
pushing  this unconventional edu-
cation. he stepped into
 necessary positions, includ-
ing 
his work with the Associated Student govern-
ment.  
From
 his work with the academic senate, stu-
dent mobilizaton 
against AIDS, and an AIDS edu-
cation subcommittee
 of the A.S. board of directors, 
Walters has directed
 projects that have attempted to 
further the 
educational  process by stimulating an 
awareness
 of life. 
He has addressed a very 
timely
 need among stu-
dents 
by being available to answer questions and 
otherwise share his knowledge. Walters' role in ad-
dressing student concerns on a subject that is still so 
frightening and unknown to many of us makes 
him  
a great asset to this campus. 
Some say that criticism over President Reagan's 
years in the White House will stem from the admin-
istration's failure to properly address this fairly new 
disease 
that
 has managed to sweep away many lives 
in a short period of time. But the government is not 
the only institution that could 
bring  more attention 
to 
AIDS by 








of information provided 
to the public, 
yet we are still 
lacking.  We are lacking 
because 
people are 
still  dying when the 
disease  can be pre-
vented. 
There are still very few 
programs  implemented 
into
 the school systems for
 all class levels. Officials
 
and  public administrators 
are still hesitant to make
 
AIDS the issue that it 
should be. Taking a 
position  
to 
emphasize  AIDS 
education  could bnng
 public 
scrutiny, which in turn,





 is also there because of a lack
 of 
knowledge about 
AIDS. By including 
people  such 
as Walters in the 
educational system,
 the public 
would benefit 
with  the individual's 
knowledge.  But 
prejudices 
must
 first be dropped 
before qualified 
persons are





 sharing some 
precious  
years of his 
life with the 
students,  faculty and
 ad-
ministrators of 
SJSU. And he 
does it not for 
the  
glory, the 
attention,  nor 
certainly  the 
money.
 Wal-
ters is scared 






 of this virus
 is fatal, 
but  not to 
his  
spirit  as he 
has  demonstrated.
 And 
there  is still 
much
 he can do. 
And that is 







affairs,  and 
that  is why 


















































































































































































































































a time when Con-



























removal  of doc-
uments.  
North was named in nine counts 
charging him with obstruction of 
Congress, making false statements, 
obstructing the presidential inquiry 
into 
the Iran -Contra affair in Novem-













lets in blacks 
but not 
women  
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)  
The 128 -year -old Olympic
 
Club has admitted its first two 
black male members but con-
tinues to ban women. 
A 
manufacturer  and a print-
ing 
executive
 broke the exclu-
sive 
club's  color barrier this 
month. Membership
 is $12,500 
plus monthly dues 
and  greens 
fees. 
"I've played
 golf for years 
with Olympic members," 
said 
Roy Clay,
 president of a com-
pany
 that makes 
electronics 
testing 
equipment in Menlo 
Park. He said 
he applied and 
was 
interviewed
 last fall and 
was accepted 
last week. 
Jessie Knight of San Fran-
cisco said he had been inquir-
ing for several years about be-
coming a member. 
"I'm not a golfer," said the 
vice president of marketing for 
the San Francisco Newspaper
 
Agency. "I joined strictly be-
cause of the athletic facilities. 
The club is close by, and it's 







December  barring 
pri-
vate

















 outcome of 
a court 
battle 
with  the city and 
an ap-



































and two other 











to pay illegal 




 the sale of 
arms to 








































Great  Falls, 
Va. 
The 
three  counts in 


















wire  fraud 
arising
 from the 
diversion 
of 
the  arms 
sale
 proceeds















 and false 
statement 
charges  against 
North and 
Poindexter  







destruction  of 
documents 
charge 
against  North 
carries  a three-








BERKELEY (AP) -- Citibank 
says it is retreating from a policy that 
denied credit cards to some students 
because they majored in humanities, 
after receiving complaints from sev-
eral universities around the country. 
Students at the University of Cali-
fornia -Berkeley complained they 
were denied credit cards because of 
concentration of studies in such 
areas as English, rhetoric, art history 
and Italian. On Tuesday, they said if 
the policy wasn't changed immedi-
ately they wanted banking represen-
tatives kicked off campus. 
"It doesn't take people from col-
lege to see that their reasoning that a 
humanities 
major  is more of a finan-
cial risk than an engineering major is 
pretty weak," said student Kennedy 
Yip. 22. 
A rhetoric major, Yip received a 
Visa last year while attending a dif-
ferent college
 as a mathematics 
major. Yip's 
Feb. 13 rejection letter 
for a MasterCard 
from Citibank 
listed "field of study" 
as the cause. 
Bill McGuire, a 
spokesman  for 
Citib
 
k in New York,
 said the bank 
was "h. -wing away" from the pol-
icy and that it would
 be discontinued 
by the end of June. He 
admitted  the 
company received
 complaints from 
students at other 
universities around 
the country, but  




McGuire. in an interview with the 
Oakland Tribune on Tuesday, would 
not describe how the policy was ap-
plied. Some 
students with humani-
ties majors at Berkeley reported they 
have  received credit cards. 
The humanities policy,  
apparently  
part of a credit scoring system,
 was 
uncovered last week when Irene
 
Chang. a reporter for the 
indepen-
dent campus newspaper,
 The Daily 
Californian, asked a campus bank -
card canvasser how to apply. Citi-
bank representatives set up tables 
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A blown -out transformer behind Royce Hall left 
approximately 600 
hall residents without power or 





11:20  p.m. Tuesday until approximately 
11:30 a.m. Wednesday, three of the seven resident
 
halls were without power: Hoover, Royce 
and  Wash-
burn, all located on Seventh Street between San Car-
los and San Salvador streets. 
At around I 1:20 p.m., 
a loud popping noise was 
heard outside of Royce and a large flash was




 a really loud popping 
noise  like a fuse 
blowing up," said Hoover Hall resident 
Suzanne  Pal -
°mares. "The appliances in my room 
started
 making 
ugly buzzing noises and the lights dimmed
 down. My 
RA (resident adviser) went 
down  to see what was 
going on, but 




 power " 
Mark
 Kubin, resident
 director of 
Royce,  said that 
his hall
 had much the 
same results. 
"Some  of the rooms
 had power in the
 overhead 
lights, 
but none in the 
sockets.  Others just 




 like a 
























found  no 
hot  water 
in which 
to take a 
shower.
 
"I went to my aunt's
 house because there 
was  ab-




"A lot of residents 
went over to the gym to 
take 
showers,"  said Hoover 
resident  adviser Marcos
 Mon-
tenegro.
 "I think it was pretty
 good we got the power
 
back in just 12 
hours." 
Most students were studying or sleeping through 
most of the 
time,  Montenegro said. 
"I really don't think it put any of 
the residents
 out 
too much," Kubin said. "It was not a big deal." 







WASHINGTON  (AP)  In a re-
mark he immediately regretted. 
President Reagan on Wednesday 
said he 
sometimes doesn't tell Con-
gress 
everything it wants to know. 
The 
subject arose when Reagan 
was asked
 about his former national 
security  adviser, Robert McFarlane. 
pleading
 guilty last week to four 
misdemeanor




 guilty to not tell-
ing Congress
 everything it wanted to 
know.  
I've  done that myself," Rea-
gan said, responding to reporters' 
questions during a photo -taking 
ses-
sion in the Oval Office
 with Israeli 




 told reporters, 
"Now  don't distort that. 
No.
 I just 
mean ... I 
just  think 
Congress
 would 




 anything, anytime." 
Trying  to cut off the conversation, 
Reagan said, "This
 is in the courts. 
Let's 
wait
 and determine whether 
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6 blocks North of Santa Clara St., 
between 3rd and 4th Streets 
The 
Oasis Invites































WTI A DIAMOND RING 
FROM GEC:AGES JEWLERS 
Part of our 
Thursday






































Tine frame .6" cotton futon 
'easily 




1408)293-3355  916 S. Bascom Ave.  San
 Jose 










310 S. Third St. 295-4336 
441 E. San Carlos 
St. 295-5511 
Car  phone 
user 
helps in arrest 
FRESNO (API  A 
motorist used 
his car telephone to alert the 
Califor-
nia  Highway Patrol that a truck 








 to be drunk. 
So, officers stopped the truck  
driver Tuesday night but found that 
he hadn't been drinking. Patrolman 
Jim  Taylor said. 
Then,  
they checked the motorist 
who had telephoned them and 
stopped behind the truck when the 
patrol pulled it over. The motorist 
failed a sobriety test and 
was  ar-
rested for investigation of drunken 
driving.
 Taylor said. 
"The truck was probably going 
straight.
 and he was 
the inie 
weav-
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The Grateful Dead 
'survive,'  
sweep the 
awards with five 
By Richard Motroni 











 the results 
of
 the 11th 




held  Saturday 
night
 at the San 
Francisco













avoided  being a 
part 
of 
the mainstream scene. 
Saturday night, however, the mainstream 
honored the Dead by awarding them with 
. five Bammies. giving the group a clean 
sweep.
 




Dead not only 
swept  the Bammies 
but were 
given the top 
awards  including 
Outstanding  
Album for 
their  wonderful "In The 
Dark" 
record and Bay 
Area Musician of 
the  Year 
for guitarist 
and spiritual leader
 of millions 
of 
Deadheads.  Jerry Garcia.
 Oh, the times 
are definitely are a-changin'. 
But 
don't 







































 who  
work 





(like  the 
Grammies),
 

















and  20 
smacks  











Secondly, the Bammies 
have  awarded 
the 
Dead in the past, 
including
 a Lifetime 
Achievement
 Award in 1986 
(presented in 
glorious style




So. the Dead's sweep 
of the Bammies 
was not
 just for their 
achievements
 of this 
past 
year, but also in year's
 past for a band 
whose 22 -year
 survival has 
amazed many 
people (not
 to mention the 













plenty  of grace 




 as he laid down




 Year award. 
"1 
really
 don't think 
of
 music as a 
competition,"
 he said. 




Another member of the Dead who got his 
hands on the Bammie trophy. Phil Lesh 
was 
most  philosophic about the band's 
good fortunes. 
"This proves that it is possible not only 
to survive."
 he smiled. "hut to prevail." 
Ironically,  the 
Grateful
 Dead were not 
awarded as the Outstanding
 Group. That 
award 
went  to




their friends San Francisco 49ers Joe 
Montana, Dwight Clark and Ronnie Lott to 
sing on their record  Huey Lewis and the 
News. 
In all seriousness, 
this  year's 
Bammies
 
was somewhat of a 
disappointment  for 
Huey Lewis and his 
buddies. Except for 
Outstanding Group, Lewis 
himself
 failed to 
gather
 any awards, while two 
other  band 
members




total of three. Fora group, used to 
walking away
 with the majority of 
the  
awards in 
year's  past (two years 
ago the 
News nearly




News  didn't seem 
to mind and 
those 
who did win
 showed a 
lot  of class. 
"It's  an honor 
just to be 
nominated  in the 
same 




who  won 
Outstanding
 Reeds -Brass 
Player.
 "let alone 
win." 
While
 the news for the




 be better for 
Chris 





 the Stockton native
 won the coveted 
Bay Area
 Club Band 
of the Year 
award.  
After accepting his 
award.
 Isaak,  who's 
earned a huge following in the 
South  Bay. 
was asked by the Spartan 
Daily,  when does 
he plan to perform at SJSU. 
In a 
serious,  somewhat 
vague  tone 
lsaak's one 
word  reply was, 
"Soon."  
Although the Bammie awards were for 
the most part a 
success, serious questions 
about the event remain. One
 is the incred-
ibly expensive price of 
tickets
 (the lowest 
being $30 in the Bob 
Uecker  section of the 
Civic Center and the 
highest
 51(X) on the 
floor), which made
 it more difficult to 
achieve a sell-out. 
A more 








and  winning 
awards.
 The simple 
fact that one 
of the few black 
performers  to 




 Album raises the 
specter of 
whether or not blacks are being 
ignored. 
Hopefully, the Bammie committee 
will
 
investigate these questions and make the 
right decisions. If these questions 
are not 
dealt with, the integrity of the 
Bammies
 
would be seriously damaged. 
And that 





event  that ended 
with  a spec-
tacular rock and




 Lewis and the News 
and John  
Fogerty.
 With great 
gu.s like this 
on stage,  it doesn't
 get any. better 
WINNERS
 
in the 11th annual Sammie 
awards
 Musician








 the Dark,- by 
the 




Love  & 
Pain."


























Hayes.  Male 
Vocalist:
 




 of Huey Lewis 








Lesh  of the
 Grateful 
Dead.  Drummer -Per-
cussionist:
 
Mickey  Hart, Bill 
Kreutzmann  
of




 Colla of 
Huey
 Lewis and
 the News. 
Blues
-Ethnic  Artist of 
Group: Blue 
Notes.  
The highlight of the 
Itamniies 











Culla.  Also at the 
show were 





on the left. 
Matthew F Durham
 







By Lisa Ostroski 
Daily staff  
writer  
Chaotic and silly are the 
best
 words to describe the 
new film, "Switching Channels." 
Starring Kathleen 
Turner.
 Burt Reynolds and 
Christopher Reeve, the movie 
is
 based on the classic 
play. "The Front Page" from the 
1920s. 
Although  billed as a romantic comedy 
the film 
comes
 off more as a spoof  on the 
media than 
anything
 else. The problem 
is that there
 isn't enough chemistry or 
meaningful dialogue
 between the char-
acters to constitute 
a romantic story. 
The 
love affair between Reeve and Turner is not be-
lievable  because,  in reality, the differences
 in their per-
sonalities would he 







former  relationship 
between Reynolds and 
Turner. though 
made





 the sparks are missing.
 
Yes, there is 
rapid-fire  repartee, 
kind  of like tele-
vision's  "Moonlighting."  hut 
it could easily
 he coming 
from two people
























the  viewer is 




doesn't  allow any 
development  of her 
character. 
Because the 
movie  centers  
on Collerans career, 
there is 
never  enough 
time
 to see her 
personal  side. 
About the 
only  thing that can 
he determined is 






















An historic meeting took place Saturday 
night. 
Martin  Luther King met Malcolm X. 
the two great leaders embraced, if not in the-
ory, at least in emotion. 
Unfortunately, both of these great black
 
leaders were killed for their beliefs nearly 
20
 
years ago. This 
meeting  is a brilliant moment 
in theater and not
 in history. 
The play called "The Meeting." pro-
duced by Oakland Ensem-
ble Theatre, was written 
by Jeff Stetson, the
 dire
 
tor of Public Affairs and 
University Relations 
for 
the California State 
University. He says he is 
not only delighted
 by the success of the play, 

















The play has 
broken  all the attendance
 re-
cords for the 





 Keryl McCord. 
the director of "The Meeting."
 
The play presents




 methods of leading 
the black 
people out of an oppression differed
 vastly. 
King believed and 
preached  that blacks 
would only win 
equality through peaceful 
protest. 
That
 they must take the 
blows  and 
give back only love. The "King of 
Love"  he 
was called sarcastically




said  they must fight. He 
saw a 
world at war 
and  said that blacks 
must fight 
their way into a 
society that will 
accept them 
as equals. 
Malcolm X said 
to King, "The difference 
between
 us is that you want 
to
 let our people 
Play 
Review 
onto the bus. I will fight for 
our people I. 
own 
the bus. 
The play was placed in a 
hotel  room 
Harlem. on Feb. 14. 1965, a 
few weeks be-
fore Malcolm X was fatally
 shot. The set 
was 




came from the 
window  when it was opened 
and the reflection of a neon light could be 
seen blinking from the balcony. 
The actors were well cast in their roles.
 
Both 
men aided by a brilliant 
script were 




Malcolm  X presented
 
an intense 











Isiah Whitlock Jr. as King at times cap-
tured the great leader,  copying exactly the 
tremolo of his bellowing voice. But, at other 
times he seemed to lack the strength of King. 
The only other actor on stage was Roy An-
drews who played Rashad,  the bodyguard of 
Malcolm X. He acted as comic 
relief for the 
serious
 drama. Andrews was very good. His 
arms 
were folded militantly throughout. 
"I wrote the play because I was 
concerned  
that people had forgotten 
the  movement (the 
black 
movement).  Stetson said. 
"I don't think the world would have
 
been 
the same had both men lived.
 Apartheid 
would have been 
addressed  much earlier." 
he said. 
Stetson believes that had they lived they 
would have moved closer together in their 
beliefs. 
"Malcolm X was becoming 
an
 interna-
tional leader, he was
 moving closer to be-
lieving in brotherhood for all." he said. 
King was becoming disillusioned with his 
own methods. Stetson said.
 




The  absence of 
personality
 in Turner's 








Reynolds.  playing 
news director 
Sully  Sullivan, 
Col-
leran's 
ex-husband  and 













you always want him 
to get the girl.
 
Reeve as Blaine 
Bingham, an athletic equipment ty-
coon and 




is so convincing as a shallow,  vain 
business-
man who 
is so out of touch with reality that 
regardless  of 
the frantic, irritating pace












Dr.  King, 
Jr.  (Isiah 
Whitlockl  
talks










 Channels" just 
doesn't  pull together 
until near the very 
end.  
In the last 20 minutes 
it started to be fun and it didn't 
matter if it 
was silly anymore because the spoofing was 
finally
 beginning to work. 
An 
example
 of one scene which managed to draw 
quite 
a few laughs was showing the age-old controversy 
of the possible empty-headedness in broadcast journal-
ists. 
A v.:moan had 
jumped  out




and landed on the marble, courthouse floor. Laying there 
crumpled and bleeding, she is surrounded by a hoard of 
reporters.
 one of which asks. "Did it hurt?" 
On the way 
out  of the theater. one 
viewer
 briefly and 
accurately
 summed up the 
show. "The end was
 the best 












By Douglas C. Alger 





 this past 
Friday
 
night at the Santa 
Cruz High 
School Auditorium. 
Film collector Bob Lukas'
 








siasts to the event. 
Fans 





seeing  Mr. 
Spock  laugh. 
Captain
 Kirk at a 
loss
 for words, and the 
LISS  En-
terprise soar backwards. 
In general, Trekkies 
were not 
disappointed, as they 
(end to be a 
pretty agreeable 
lot. 
But,  Star Trek 
Fest  did have 
its  
share of flaws. 
All three 
blooper  reels con-





taken off the cutting
 room floor. 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































called  the 





























 a lot to 
learn 







Rice  created 
for this 
play all add
 up to a 
personal  
message
 that is 
sometimes 
easy  to 
disagree
 with, 
Itich  as the 



























Each scene is full of 
double
 mean-
ings, symbolism and hidden 
mes-
sages that make the play what it is  
"a savage, biting kick to the groin," 
as theater director Bob Jenkins de-
scribed it. 
Most of that kick is delivered by 
McAllister with convincing style. 
He 
is picked on by his sniveling wife 
Mrs. Zero (Nicole Frugal and com-
placently takes the abuse. According 
to Toepfer's notes, "Zero chooses 
to 
be what he is"  a hen-pecked hus-
band who values certainty and repe-
tition more 
than what he might gain 
through change. 
McAllister portrays the tamed Mr. 
Zero with an interesting accent and a 
demeanor that ranges from tense to 






By Mike Lewis 










his musical act to the Cabaret in 
San  Jose this Saturday 
night. 
Gonzo, whose 
real name is 
John 
Means, will be doing
 a one-night headlin-
ing performance 
for  a special 
comedy
 
night at the Cabaret. 
The two-time San 
Francisco Comedy 
Competition  finalist 
appears
 to be excited 
about the show. 
"I enjoy doing shows
 in college areas,  
because 
the crowd 
response  is very 
good,"
 he said. 
Dr. 
Gonzo  has toured 
nationally, open-
ing for 




and the Jefferson 
Starship. 
He has 
appeared  on 
MTV.









 me, because 
it was 
on the 
'Sports'  tour 
and  I watched 
the 
band become





























 In the 
past. 
though, this 
wasn't  always 
the case 
According 





shift  the 
balance

















 so I 
began 
using my 




Means  said. 
Although 





his  real 










power  of 
Dr.
 Gonzo. 
"I've  got a 
family to 
take












 moved to Fremont, Means 
claims that the move to the suburbs and 
his focusing on his











it used to 
be, but 
John Means, 
alias  Dr. Conzo, reflects 
on his changing views toward his 
unique 
comedy style. 
the overall material is 
better,"  he said. 
"I don't do 
as much sex and drugs in 
my material." Means added. 
The '77 Drake graduate moved
 to the 
Bay Area soon after 
graduation  to pursue 
a career in acting, but 
soon  changed his 
ideas.  
"I walked into a 
comedy club in San 
Francisco and 
liked  what I saw," he said. 
"I began hanging 
around  and developed 
an act of my 
own."  
Opening for Dr. 
Gonzo will be Warren 
Thomas, 
1987 San Francisco Comedy 
Competition winner
 and Mike Ferrucci, 
1987 Cabaret 
Gold
 cup winner. 
ness of  
his  character with convincing 




occasional warmth of 
his character 
just as well. 
huge,as the irritating Mrs. Zero. 
delivers her lines,  which are nothing 
hut nag, with humor and creativity. 
Some of her 
lines  are difficult to 
hear, but it 
may  have been because 
her character's 
accent  is thicker than 
McAllister's. It certainly 
wasn't  be-
cause her voice lacked volume. At 
the end of Scene I, the entire mova-
ble 
set  rolls to the back of the stage 
as the curtain closes and Fruge's so-
liltxjuy of nag is 
still  heard by the au-
dience long after the set is no longer 
visible. 
Hats off to lishting designer Ken 
Dorst, who has
 been with the 
univer-
sity for 30 
years  and retires after 
this 
production's
 last curtain 
call.  
His work 
with light is 
perhaps  
more central to 
this play than to the 
204 other 
productions
 he has illumi-
nated in his years
 with the theatre de-
partment. Scene 2 is a 
two -character 
dialogue







 from one 
character 






jrom  the 
eerie light of 
(he griveyard 
to the  
blissful

















scene  are 
evident  as six 
ac-
tors and 
actresses  laugh 
and  move in 
near
 perfect synchmnicity. 
produc-





dated as attitudes 











 of that era.
 






 one  
of 
their big pluses is Adam
 Michel 
Noviki's protrayal of Shrdlu. 








one of the 
pcsadmetionlis 
most



















plays  the Spartan Pub 
By 
Kara Myers 
'Come and have fun with Modern 
Art" is 









9 in the 









"We don't like to label our music. We 
like people to make up their own minds 
about what they hear," said drummer Mike 
Fisher. 
He
 also said that 






and good time rock 
'n roll.' 
"We try 
to use the whole 
spectrum  of 
music." said 
lead vocalist Adam 
Mendoza. 
The diversity provided by the five differ-
ent influences of the band members gives 
Modern Art a versatile style, said keyboard 
player Dave Hearl. 
Modern Art prides itself 
on their ability to 
have
 fun as well as putting
 on a good perfor-
mance through 
lighting
 and staging. 
"We 
are  extremely entertaining," Men-
doza said. 
Anyone who attends one of their concerts 
is assured to experience a "gut -level good 
time." he said. "There is something for ev-
eryone. 
"It's more of a party
 and a gathering of 
friends." Mendoza
 said. "We want to ex-
pand that
 to lots and lots more 
p e o p l e . " " T o
 move, to inspire, to entertain" is the 
hand's primary goal, Fisher said. 
Modern Art 
began  in 1983 by 
playing at 
high school and 
college dances 
as
 well as 
parties. They
 mostly played 
popular  songs 
Modern
 Art returns tonight at 
Spartan
 pub for St. Patrick's 
Day  
from other artists, but once it became more 
established 
the band branched out to original 
music. 
In the past, Modern  Art has played at The 
Stone, One Step Beyond and The Vortex as 
well  as special benefits for handicapped chil-
dren. Tonight's show 
will be the hand's sixth 
performance at the Pub. 
Three of the band members are SJSU stu-
dents. Mendoza graduated from SJSU 
in 
1987 with a degree in 
public  relations. Fisher 
studies trap drums
 and percussion at 
SJSU 
and Dave Hearl, 
keyboards,  is a graphic 
de-
sign major. 
The other two members
 are Rich Turner
 
on lead and rhythm 
guitar and Mike Brothers 
on bass. 
The hand's first album. 
"Welcome  to the 
Gallery," will be released
 at the end of April 
from 
Fantasy
 records in 
Berkeley.  The 
album 
will include songs 
written  about 
"things we 




talks  all about his 
'paradise'  
L.05 ANGELES API 
- 
child










Lee  Roth is taking 
plenty 
of
 toys on 





trip:  a 
28 -foot 
flying surfboard:  a huge waves of sound.
 And 
what's a wave without 
banner featuring bikini
-clad















 his third 
boxing  ring, 
solo 






vaction  for 
which  includes the 





star with the trade- adise." 
marks the first time 
he 
has





 tour, and the the producer's hat. 
playthings 
are 
meant  to 
wow audiences  for Roth's hometown is Bloomington. Ind.. 
the next 
nine  months 
in 
arenas





was about 12 and has lived there ever since 
"Music 
should
 look like 
it 
sounds,  no 
He began his career after meeting Eddie and 
matter what kind
 of music 
it is."
 Roth said Alex Van Haien and 
Michael  Anthony sit Pa-





lot of times this 
sadena City College. 
































lye Days A 
Week 
 No Weekends 
 3 to 5 
Hours  Daily 


























heavy-metal hands. IA ith Eddie's innovative 
guitar playing and Roth's wild -man antics.. 
The group 
split  up in 1985, and Roth 
moved





 lead guitarist Steve Val. has, guitaijst 
Billy Sheehan. drummer Gregg Bissonotte 
and keyboard 
ist
 Brett Tuggle. 
Roth's international tour will include 
some 
of
 the old Van Haien standards, in n11-
dition to his solo efforts, including a remsike 
of the
 Beach Boy's "California
 
Girls  and 
the bluesy "Just a 
Gigolo."
 
In his spare time. Roth climbs
 mountains. 




which he scales a 3,000 -foot -high vertical
 









































































 r z  
EXPRESSIONISM: strange
 eruptions of color, abnormalities of scale, 
magnifications
 of perspective, angular and 
undulating  contours, harsh contrasts 
between light and 




































































two home runs 
and knocked 
in five runs Tuesday 
afternoon as the 








swept the two -game 
series
 
with the Gulls, 
beating  them 
Mon-
day 
4-0, lifting its record 
to 
13.15.  
Dan Archibald (5-4) went
 eight 
innings for the win
 Tuesday striking 
out three and giving up 
10
 hits. 
!What Sapp came in to 
relieve  
Archibald in the ninth and shut the 
door 
on
 the Gulls. 
The Spartans took an early lead in 
the game when 
Andy Coan led off 
the game with a walk. Coan ad-
vanced to second and then to third on 
two consecutive passed balls com-
mitted by Gulls catcher Larry Oede-
wait. 
Third baseman Eric Nelson then 
grounded out. 
scoring
 Coan from 
third. Hetherington walked and des-
ignated hitter Fernando Viera 
hit  into 
a double play to end 
the inning. 
The Gulls 
retaliated  in their half of 
the 
second, scoring four runs On two
 
towering homers. The first was a 
solo shot by first baseman Albert 
Rodriguez. The second,  a three -run 
shot by right fielder Ray Plantier.  
gave 
US1U
 a 4.1 
lead.  
This 
would  be 
all the scoring from the Gulls. 
The Spanans came back quickly 
in the bottom half of the second, 
scoring 
six  runs. 
Right 
fielder
 John Bracken led off 
the inning with a single. Second 
baseman Brad Mornhinweg and 
catcher Dan Hewitt both reached 
first




 Anderson then 
followed  
with a 
line -drive double over the third base-
























 grounded to third for 
the second out of the inning. Eric 
Nelson smacked a single through the 
hole between the shortstop and the 
third baseman. 
Hetherington followed with the 
first of his two homers, a 390 -foot 
shot to left. The Spartans didn't 
score any more runs in the inning but 
this was far from all the scoring for 
SJSU. 
The Spartans scored five more in 
the fifth inning with Hetherington's 
second 
round -tripper, a three -run 
blast to left topping off the rally. 
SJS1  put two more runs on the 
board in the seventh. 
After Coan 
ripped 
a double to left center
 Todd 
Eagen 
clouted his first home 
run of 
the season 
giving  the Spartans 
their  
14th run. 
SJSU put together 14 
hits in the 
game 
and committed one 
error. The 
Spartans
 have now won three 
games 
in a row. 
The SJSU bullpen 
has seen little 
action in the last five 
games. Spartan 
startingaitchers 
have_al  gone at 
least six innings. In 
last Friday's 
game against 
Nevada -Reno, Dan Ar-
chibald went the
 distance giving up 
nine hits and striking
 out six. In the 
first game of a 
double-header  Satur-
day against 
the  same team Clyde 
Samuel went six 
innings  giving up 
five runs and 
received the loss. In 
the second game
 Donnie Rea pitched 
seven innings and gave up 
only two 
hits and struck out seven for the vic-
tory. 
In Monday's game against 
USIU
 
Eric Cordua went the distance for the 
victory.
 
The Spartans' next home games 






 begins at noon and 
Sunday's  







softball  team 







SJSL softball  team dropped 
two  
to third -ranked 
Fresno State Tuesday 
night 4-1 and  
3-2.  
"We made some
 critical and 
costly 
mistakes." coach Kathy Stra-
han said. "You 
can't  do that against 
a team like 
Fresno."  
Spartan pitcher Gale Dean went 
the 
distance in the first game giving 
up four runs (two earned) on 10 hits. 
Dean held the Bulldogs to one 
extra -
base hit, a triple to first baseman 
Gena Strang . 
"Gale did a good job." Strahan 
said. "If you don't count the mis-
takes,  the score would have been 2-1 
Fresno.
 
The offensive punch for the Spar-
tans in the first game was third base-




came  in 
the  fifth. 
Right fielder Sharon Cafini singled 
home second baseman Christy Eus-
Sacramento Kings' center 
faces surgery
 on left knee 






needs  surgery on his left 
knee  and will be lost to the 
team
 
for the remainder  of the season,
 a 
team physician said Tuesday 
"I am recommending that an 
operation
 to rebuild the knee take 
 place as soon as possible." said 
Dr. Richard Marder. "The ear-
liest Jawann will be able to re-
sume his 
career,
 assuming he un-
dergoes the most thorough t) pe (il 
therapy.  will 
he next January." 
Oldham 
suffered
 a torn anterior 
cruciate 
ligament
 and torn lateral 
meniscus
 in his knee during a 
practice session 
Sunday  in De-
troit. said Murder. 
who  examined 




averaging  5.5 
points and 5.h rebounds
 per game 




tice. Since the left fielder misplayed 
the ball, Cafini did not receive an 
RBI. 
Three errors in the fourth  inning 
did the Spartans in during the second 
game. 
"That inning was such a disap-
poinunent."
 Strahan  
said.
 "It was 
like a dare to a 
dream  that just didn't 
happen." 
SJSU pitcher Tina Roberts com-
pleted the game and took the loss. 
Roberts gave up eight hits, two 





 it just 
wasn't  for that 
one in-
ning
 . . . We 
did  play well 
the re-
mainder  of the 
game."  
Left fielder
 Janice Richner and 
Cafini drove in the
 two runs. Rich-
ner  and center fielder Suzy Sheets 
went I -for -3.
 Cafini had one hit in 
four trips with a triple.
 
"(The team) did a darn good 
job." Strahan said. "The kids 
played well. We got a great perfor 
mance from  both of our pitchers." 
On Saturday the Spartans will host 
the University of San Francisco 
Game time is I p.m. at PAL 
Sta-
dium. 






lated  by Andy 
Coan

























Daily staff writer 
SJSU's  fencing club defeated UC-Davis 34-12 
Saturday. while the women's team recorded a first.  
"SJSU  fencing club history was made. The wom-
en's foil team won," said club president Sam 
Slaugh-
ter. 
Slaughter said the women's team played well, 
considering the top two fencers weren't
 present. 
"The third, fifth and seventh players carried the 
team to victory." Slaughter said. 
The women's team was led by Jan 
Schmidek,
 
who won all four of her bouts in the foil competition. 
Donna Dordrey came in second place by winning 
three of four bouts. Barbara Johnson followed by 
winning one match. 
"(Johnson's matches) were 
very
 close bouts," 
Warlick said. "She lost 
both matches 5-4." 
The men's half 
won  all three events: foil, epee 
and 
saber.  
"Davis was more 
of
 a fun competition. We 
weren't .stretched_ to our _limits," Slaughter said. 
"They're a swell bunch of guys." 
In the foil 
event,  the men won12-4. Tom Vlahos 
won all four of his 
bouts.  Gerard 
Capuno










The saber team won 8-1. Alex Garcia and Doug-
las Schmidek won all three of their bouts, and Wind -
ell Johnson won two. 
The epee team won 7-2. 
Kurt  Ikerd and Hoyt 
Tong took two bouts. Chris 
Gilmore, who hasn't lost 
a bout in team competition 
all year. won all three 
matches. 
Slaughter said the 
men's team at UC-Davis is pri-
marily a foil team. 
But it had only five members,
 
which
 forced the five to 
compete
 in all three events.
 
The participation in the SJSU club 
is very high. 
Slaughter said, which causes 
them  to have a B" 
team, which is like a second string.
 Slaughter said 
that




 their team can play, which 
is determined by 
the size of 






















 in DBH 
136B, 





















































































































 and bar 
own-
ers of the 
area are 




























hut  Joe 
Browning,
 day 
manager,  says 
that 
won't 
happen  this year. 
"We'll





"It doesn't hurt the
 taste any." 





 Art will be 
playing at the Pub 
tonight.  
Mountain Charley's 
Saloon at 15 
N.








 singer Frank Joseph 
will per-
form 
from 5-8 p.m. 
Baxter's,
 at 19624 




 also have 
green  beer and 
corned beef,
 but of-
fers a little 
more for those 
die-hard  
children of 
the emerald isle. 
"We are 
the No. 1 place to cele-
brate St. Patrick's
 Day," said Man-
ager Dave 
Rosenthal.  
Baxter's will be 
serving Irish 
whiskey and 
will have Irish music. 
They will also
 be giving away T-
shirts, mugs and a 
one ounce gold 
coin. Rosenthal
 said the coin will be 
awarded to 
whoever  holds a claim 
check from a coupon
 given away in 
the last few months. 
At 
Stanley's 










Today  is Thursday, March 17, 
the 77th 
day  of 1988. There are
 
289 days
 left in the year. 
Today  is 
St. Patrick's Day. 
Today's Highlight
 in History: 
On March 









In 1776, British forces evac-


















Eleanor  Roosevelt 
married Franklin




 1906, President Theodore 
Roosevelt 
used the term "muck-
rake" in a speech to the Gridiron 
Club in Washington. 
In 1910, the Camp Fire 
Girls 
organization  was formed.
 It was 





In 1941. the 
National Gallery 
of Art 
opened  in Washington. 
In 1942, during 
World War IL 
Gen. Douglas MacArthur arrived 
in 
Australia to become supreme 
commander of Allied forces in 
the southwest Pacific theater. 
In 1958. the Navy launched the 
Vanguard  I satellite. 
In 1963. Elizabeth Ann Scion 
of 
New York was beatified.
 She 
became a 










which  had 














minister  of 
Israel. 
In 
1970,  the 
United  
States  cast 
its first 
veto in 













 failure to 
use 
force  to 



































 a formula 























to receive the 
grand 























Today's Birthdays: Actress 
Mercedes McCambridge is 70. 
Ballet star Rudolf Nureyev is 50. 
Singer
-guitarist Paul Kantner is 
46.  Singer -songwriter John Se-
bastian is 44. Actor Patrick Duffy 
is 39. Actor 



























GROUP  DISCOUNTS 
AVAILABLE, GALL







Cortes  905 3300 
Opreiruis avails I 
Four
 stars, you say?
 
Fora
 bunch of 
cartoons?  
Oh, but what 
cartoons!  It's like 
spending  
95 Minutes with 
your
 favorite paintings 
all  
gathered
 in one room,







 collection . 
.. catch it while 
you can." 















ALL NEW! TWO WEEKS ONLY! 
PARK FREE ABOVE CAMERA 3 
Ent*, at 3n15 
San Cork's 
' S. Winchester Blvd. in Campbell, 
they don't cater to the notion of 
green
 Budweiser. They do have Gui-
ness Stout and Harp Ale, Irish beers 
on tap, as well as about 1,200 
pounds of corned beef and cabbage. 
Carol  Baker, manager of Stan-
ley's 
said, "Ours is an Irish restau-
rant,  and 
we have the biggest cele-
bration  of any Wstaurant in the 
area." 
Baker said most-of ct,.^ley's em-
ployees are Irish -American. 
Asked if she
 gets much SJSU 
business, 
Baker said, "The San Jose 
State boosters




may  not serve green 
Budweiser. but Ian
 Podmore, man-
ager of the 
British
 Arms at 1087 Sa-
ratoga -Sunnyvale 
Road takes his ob-
jection to the brew 
one step further. 
"We won't 
serve green beer," he 
said. "No way.
 It's yucky. 
"It's undignified.
 If you were in 
Ireland
 you wouldn't be drinking 
green  beer." 




 Los Gatos may have the so-
lution
 to the St. Pat's green beer di-
lemma: Green Rooster Ale, a green-











ready  sold 
all  200 of its 
dinner tick-
ets. But there
 are still 
more








Hovey said HAITI gin's will have 
Irish 
dancers and bagpipes all day. 
And Hannegan's menu far surpasses 
the routine corned beef and cabbage, 
offering 
all the ribs, chicken, 
oysters, 
clams, and turkey you can 
eat all
 day. 
There you have it, lads and lasses, 
the best places in the area to 
enjoy,
 
St. Patty's Day. You have no excuse' 
if your Irish eyes aren't smiling to-
night. 
And if the 
Pub should put in too
 
much food 
coloring again this year. 
at least your 
tongue
 will be wearing 
a green coat, 
just








 engineering professor and Ireland 
native  Michael O'Flynn cele 
brates St. 
Patrick's
 Day with a cold glass of beer at 
Spartan  Pub. 
St. Pat's Day
 ho -hum in 
Ireland
 
By Jim Hart 
Daily staff writer 
St. Patrick's Day in Ireland
 is a much smaller 
affair, said SJSU professor 
Michael  O'Flynn, 












 in a 







with that in 
the United 
States. 









go to a horse
 race 
riding





Graduating from a 
college  in Dublin, O'Flynn 
went to England and then 
Holland, and eventually 
arrived in the United States at the age 
of 23. 
Utilizing his







 at SJSU 
that 
keep  him 






















"I have 55 midterms to grade 
by Wednesday. 
At 10 minutes apiece, that is 550 
minutes. I will 
die 
before  I turn them back late," 
O'Flynn  said. 
O'Flynn's strength of 
"committment" isn't 
foreign to the early Irish 
immigrants.  
St. Patrick's Day, as a national U.S. holiday, 
originated in honor of George Washington's ded-
icated and hard -fighting army who were 70 per-
cent Irish.  
According
 to O'Flynn,







 to illustrate 
the holy trinity. 
Each part of the
 shamrock represented
 the father, 
the son, and the
 holy spirit  
all together as 
one.  
Religion has long been a subject of violent 
controversy, in what has been called the "800 
year
 war" of Ireland. 
O'Flynn said the ignorance of most of the stu-
dents about the 
longstanding
 conflict is "unbelie-
vable."  
Younger people and students learn about the 
situation in Ireland through rock groups like U2. 
O'Flynn said. 
Several years ago U2 recorded a popular song 
titled "Sunday, Bloody Sunday," that ironically 
sets the scene of bloodshed in Ireland on the sa-
cred Sabbath. 
"Actually it is a political war," O'Flynn said, 
claiming that the conflict has less religious signifi-
cance than most people think 
"What is 
going  on in the Middle East is a 
reli-
gious war," he emphasized.
 
O'Flynn
 said he has 




couples  were 
Catholic











 through many stage4
 
since
 its beginning in 1169, 
0 -Flynn said. 
"Twenty years ago 
80-90 percent of the
 IRA 
(Irish Republic 
Army)  were from the south.
 Now 
most of the agitation




The IRA is 




from  British rule. 
"IRA 
members
 are poorly 
regarded,  their 
popularity is 
at
 an all-time low," 
O'Flynn  said. 
The typical Irishman
 is described by 
O'Flynn.  
as being "extreme 
and nostalgic, and 
having
 a 
huge distrust of 
government." 
When asked about the 
"drinking"  stigma that 
is often attached to the 
Irish. O'Flynn said, "It is 
true. You are not 
allowed  in the streets of 
Dublin  
at night unless 
you are drunk. If you
 are not 
drunk, the police
 will ask you 'What
 are you 
doing here?' 
"I am not 
ashamed,  though. The 
heaviest 
drinkers in 
the world are the 
Americans,  the 
French and 



























 and white 
SJSU
 Seal. 









 30% OFF 
Assorted 
Artists 

































































































CLASS  RINGS. 
TEXTBOOKS.  

































































































, I .tildents. Wullweith 
it,tr

































ni ith the proles 
she 
said. 
.1 ithat  
Magazine  
...Hued













































































it,prizes  were 













 organizer Paul 
Morris  
uses  bubbles by the 
Student



























































 evidence is 





fornia trial concludes, 
he
 is 
scheduled to face a San
 Francisco 
jury for the slaying of 
accountant  
Peter Pan, 66. and 
the  attempted 
murder of Pan's wife, prosecutors 
said.
 
Although the Pan 
killing is the 
only San 
Francisco
 murder that 
the 
27 -year -old Texas










to numerous other 
crimes,  
including 



































rum page I 
l'or
 two reasons. 
"First, when I saw
 the flyer for 
the forum. I realized 
more heat than 
light was going 
to
 he generated. hut I 
didn't think I could back
 out grace-
fully." he said. 
Chaldecott  elaborated on 
the
 sec-
ond  reason. "I gave a public 
presen-
tation (about 
four years ago) and 
got 
into trouble 
 basically I simply 
wasn't
 believed.'  
But Chaldecott 
did attend the 
forum, as 
!sported in the March 7 
issue 
Of





 of the 13 panelists. 
spoke 
in agreement with Hirsch's 
definition of 
what




Also at that forum, Chaldecott 
used strong language to describe 
what he sees as common characteris-
tics of all people. 
Chaldecott also said at the forum 
that SJSU President Gail Fullerton's 
faculty address last fall "encouraged 
me to crawl out from under my 
rock . 
Fullerton responded to 
a question 
about Chaldecou's reference by stat-
ing she 





 over the value of includ-
ing the 5,000
-item appendix written 
by a white male 
(who  had help from 
two 
male  colleagues). 
"Basically. in 
my
 address. I dis-
cussed at length 












 is a 
very 
important 
one.  The 
basic




















mistic that these 
will  arouse student 
interest. 
He said 
that  generally, the curric-
ulum is already 
international in na-
ture since most of the 
courses  of-
fered in some 
departments are 
international
 in content. He listed 
political science, history, anthropol-
ogy.  Jewish and African studies, 

















must  prove you have car 






Officer  or you will get a ticket and could lose your license.
 
Even if you've had problems like tickets or accidents, Public Insurance 
wants  to help 
with  low rates, a low downpayment 
you  can charge  
on a 
credit card and payments spread over 12 months.  We've 
extended  our 
hours till 9 PM seven days
 a week, 
too. 





















































































for  Co-op 
Stu-
dents. 
























 4 p.m. 
























Theatre/SJSU:  "The 
Adding 
Machine."  8 
p.m.  Univer 
sity 
























 for fall 
'88. For information




Department:  Faculty Trio 
with works by 
Tchaikovsky  and 
Beethoven.
 8:15 p.m. Music Build-
ing Concert Hall. 















































































orientation  and goals
 plan-
ning. Saturday







Dance  Club: Dance
 party. 




867-0512  or 
279-9680. 
Fantasy and 
Strategy  Club: Open 
gaming room
 for games 
and  players. 
Saturday 
from  11 a.m. to 
5 p.m. 
S.U. Pacheco and Montalvo
 rooms 
For 





 p.m. and 8 
p.m  Chapel of 
Rec-
onciliation,  300 S. 






































HEMET (AP) - The cat's out of 
the bag. Fustuce Ringgenberg,
 
proud recipient of a letter offering 
him a MasterCard from an Ohio 
bank with a $5,000 limit, hasn't 
worked
 a lick in his 2 1/2 years. 
Janet Ringgenberg said she was 
flabbergasted
 that her cat got a pre -
approved 
invitation. Ringgenberg 
said she has been
 trying unsuccess-
fully to get
 a credit card since she 
was divorced 
three  years ago. 
"Where's  
he going 
to go with 
it?" she asked. 
"He doesn't even 
leave home, let
 alone leave home 
without it," she said 
with a smirk. 
"It's hilarious. 
I think it's just a big 
loke. 
Fustuce mostly lies on the rug or 
nestles in the easy chair, she said. 
His biggest worry is whether he'll 
get canned tuna. 
The story probably began a year 
ago, when Ringgenberg's 18 -year -
old daughter, Barbara, filled out a 
questionnaire on toothpaste and 
breakfast cereal and mailed it in with 
Fustuce's name on it. 
"I thought they'd send 
us some 






name apparently ended up on a mail-
ing 
list bought by Credit Card Serv-










bk. end right wing politics
 Learn 
9'  
to politics organizing 
rind Pectoral skills 
Cali CAM-
PAIGN 
CALIFORNIA  at 288-6113
 
FOE 
HAIR  MODELS tor 
advsnced  toch 
class liondayThureciayFrklay 





 plane with 
quality
 coveroge 












 whore to begin'
 
Information  for 
coupes  and sin
-
pea wlshing to 
adopt Pregnant 
mothersyou have






















 HAVE THE ANSWERS,
 but 
thot's OK Ws ore  church com-
munity that wok.. 












 cr.*. services. 
**mulcting
 
discussion.   oppor-
tunItios for $ocial 
action  We are 
locotod at 160 N 3rd St
 Join 
Sundays
 at 11 00 or call 292-3858 
AUTOMOTIVE 
76 CHEVY NOVA" Good condnion 
01200 or beet offer Call 732-6438 
COMPUTERS 
PC-COM PC-COM PC -00111"  
IB 
AT XT compollbloe and arc... 
sorters Loathed 
or
 2515 S 
King 
Rood 
CPI 231-1031 Special 
8% 









Coil Bill 51 3719520. 
lope mesuge 
TNE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP Is 





books on history current 




room.. Marxism Written by 




Man..  We also have. 
In English. Soviet Mats In rho o -
OP science. 
You won't find our 
book., posters old rocorris In 
other stones In the
 volley in add 
Mon we 
ha,08  fiction snd 
chit-
dren' book Locoted 




 . San 
Joee13  
bike  
south  of 
02901  Cell 
2942930  for hours 
ROUND- 
TRIP




beel offer Coll 
Cheryl  at 
6246412 
HELP WANTED 
ACCOUNT EXEC type 
person  needed 
to find 
clients







opportunity  for pro-
f...1°nel outgoing person Cell 
964-6235
 
AUTO RENTAL AGENT 
PT
 20-40 
tirs Mr S6 hr Good common & 
...phone raq 
Apply in per 
son teener., 
Rental.,  1717 N 
F hot St . ash for 111 Wilson 
BUBBLE MACHINE CAR WASH. 1060 
SorPoga-Sunnyyslo Rd Contact 
Monte Slade
 ol 996.2592 Flex 
hrs no axp net Full port time 
CAREER OPPORTUNITY  with 3rd 




 people infer. 
W ed in
 




 sal. & 
man. 
agemont
 troining A  guaranteed 
income when queened 
Coll  Dm. 










SHIFT  WAITRESS part time at 
Mimeo Jape.. Rest San Joe. 
Japontowin




ESS, CASHIERS,  sod
 bu.boye 




for now. mthuslastic 
workers to ioin our 




 or call 285-
71 30 for
 oppointment 
FOOD  SERVICE 
PERSONNEL  






 but not 
rIquired Please coil 867.2700 
FOREIGN
 STUDENTS AND SCHOL-
ARS" Intl 
businesses  end Inv..-
tors seek foreign national. with 
Wel hand 
knowledge  ol ono-
nomk.  bust.. 
...Plc,  and 
politicsl  conditions in home coun-
try for consulting assistance For 
into,
 wend resume to BCS Intl. 
700 St Marys 
PI
 . Sults 1400. San 
Antonio,  To
 78205 





 STUDENTS AND 
SCHOL 
PRO" Intl 
busineuers  end Inves-
tor. seek foreign





















 Sults 1400, 
Son  
Anton.. Tx. 711205 
or call 11001  
842.5254  
LIFEGUARDS
 Seasonal & 
year round 
positions 
available  now &Rory 
Illeguorde 





















 NEEDED for 





















TIME  JOBS avoll
 
















RED EYE is looking for
 essietent man-









 but must hen.) 
mornings






SALES PT FT financial,





to PO Boo 53347.
 S J 95153 
SEARCH
 PUBLIC 
RECORDS  Ideal 
parlKme  job for 
*hider*  Call 
Consul.. 




SERVERS" FT PT 
tracurny  offi-
cers- all










4PN  260 
Merldlen  Ave 
SJ 
. 2 1 1 6 5 9 1 0
 
-













 Olcotl A San 
To-
mas Santa Clare CO*  
727-9793 
SHIPPING
 RECEIVING CLERK open-
ing rot Vertan Imags
 Tube Division 
Beduin. 2 yrs expedite. In 




mbillty lo Ilft 5019.. fork lift oared 
tato and Calltomi. 
driver  II. 
con. 




 PRESCHOOL E Pond. 



















 from comp. Afternoon
 A 
everting
 shlfts available Good 
volco & 
personality COI Jerry al 
966-4521 
TIE UP THOSE loom andel Earn ekes 
IS se Inventory 
counters.  AS pull-
.. or stock clerk. on Pert term 
ossIgnment.
 NOW
 E Calf us of 











autism & related disa-
bilities FT PT positions available 
*arty weonday 
If-
temoons. weeirer.le. & overnight 
511*0 
86-97 25 
hr Cell  for &poll-
utions & informotion 3744224 
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has 
full tine opening. tor automated 
VAC EOPIAT OPRS on swing 
shlfl. graveyard & weekend
 shift 
IF S.S.111 
RAM to 7 10 PM) Phys. 
Ica. electronic or 
mechanical  
orkentotton end U S citizen 
's-
quired Call 415-493-1800, ant 
445
 





 naws  coll. 
110008.
 
70 E Santa Clark 
St
 
WEEKENDS-Be hr to Mail Outdoor 
? Lawn sontion and fertiliza-
tion wervIce Start this Solunlay 
Call 
Green  Thumb Lawn Service 
Sunnyvale at 732-4443 




AM'S.  IPPIE.TH. or 




 I BATH" 











both. off street parking,
 
0475 Call 
224-3939 266-8640. licensed 
agent 
ROOM FOR RENT,  nice anea. FEMALE 
preferred
 
$225 ow. uteltles di -
yid., coil Lynn nit 996-1935 
2 ISORM apt for reit nr campus. 
$550 'no socurity 0.001 Ca 
p011.
 wet& lo camp...279-8075 
PERSONALS 
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC."  UN-
WANTED HAIR romoved forever 
Confident**
 335 S Beywood 




HAPPY BIRTHDAY DIANA 
C11, You ere 
 gr.. Mend Friends levee LIS  
INXS TICKETS WANTED for San Fran-
cisco show on March 211111, A.k 












WOULD LIKE to 
find
  WOMAN
 10 livo 
wIth  handicpbsd man for com-
panionship For Inf
 call Brien et 
298-2306 
SERVICES 
BACKACHE??? FREE trostmont as 
part of  nftoorch 
protect if you 
have had low back polo, for more 
than 6 month. end aro 20-55 







244-8407, extension 401 






torte. Lot me pernionontiy 
I. 





 discount to student. snd foc-
trey Cell Wore Noy 31 KAI and 
get your first spot 1.1 1 2 price 
P.m*. Harr DIsoppears 
WIth 
My Core Gwen 
Chelgren  R F 





Professional  HAM 
removal the only permanent 
method 
Ask .bout the $pecial 
riNcount for Spring
 Compimen. 
tory consolation by oppoIntment 
Can 296-0931" 
EYECARE AT SUNRISE EVEWEAR 
Frome and tens. from $37, 
On
 
Christopher  Csbrere 0 0 Oweny  
and fast amyl. et extrernerly low 
pl. Complete  *ye Pam 
inclod 




erre00  for fenny 
Fashion hem. and sung...s  
by the Mewling 
deeignon Super 
thin lenses for high pm.,
 ft x 
Open 7 day 
 wee& Insurance 
and 
Modkal an. *pony wet 
corned SJSU etudents & Port al-
wye hove 10%




405 E Santa Clara SI et 
9111, cAl 995-04118 Ws speak VIP 
names., Spanish 1 
Chinese  
FREE




electronically to frIonds & cus-
tomers The system Is uof 










by phone at any 
loyol Sessions 1 4 to 1 hour Cali 
(415) 796-6497 
PHOTOGRAPHIC 
MEMORIES'  Let rno 







gel and delux packagote from 




DISC JOCKEY by 









 music' Michel Productions 
providers  olds vet., of m0010 
for 
your woddIng, perry 
or
 dance 
at reasonable rate Call Doelree 




Academic  Pos. masts... 
Ghostwriting  All sub... aunt -







YOUR WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHED 
by a pro...tonal 
high quality 
budget
 plc*. hoo Information 









5 week study 
program at Sorbon. Parts Es. 
cursion to castles A cathednele 
Coil
 Li. Braunstein at 
(415)  526-
.19 or mint outsido Student
 
Union March
 1115.11.1 PM 
EUROPE July 3-30. 1968 w Meg Bow. 
man Lon Pp Vert 
Ror.  Athorts 
plus crulas Gr.. Islands Credit 
*cloaked 





 ACK NOWL 
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 nudity in 
play 
ORANGE (AP)  
Administrators
 at a private 
Orange
 County Christian
 college say they 
will 
bring the curtain
 down on a student's
 play 
unless 
he cuts a 
nude scene from the final act. 
Joel
 Moffett, 21 learned 
Tuesday  that admin-








which  he wrote 
and directed,  unless 
he removes the nude 
scene.  
The scene
 calls for a male and
 a female char-
acter  to walk onstage 
naked,
 and wash each oth-
er's feet. 
"It goes beyond
 the nude 
scene."
 Moffett 
said in a 
recent 
interview.' What the college 
is 
doing  is placing 
their
 morals above 
Constitution -
protected rights. 
It's hypocritical to 
allow  nudity 
in student art classes
 but not in theater arts."
 
The administrative









 of opinion and we 
support
 freedom of speech
 and creative 
express-
ion, but on occasion








mances on campus must be reviewed,"
 said 
school spokesman Jerry Derloshon. 
The 75 -minute play, Moffett said, centers on 
four people who reject social pressure and begin 
living their lives for
 themselves.  




Moffett, supported by a 
student
 arts group,  
said he plans to stage a demonstration 
at the col-
lege 
Monday  to lobby administrators into a 
change of 
heart.  
But the 2,000 -student
 college, affiliated with 
the Disciples of Christ Church,
 said its main con-
cern  is that allowing the 
nudity
 would give the 
school  a had image. 
 
After the
 decision was announced,
 Chapman 
received 
numerous telephone calls 
applauding  its 
action as "an 





Hobson,  one of 
several
 faculty members 
who 
earlier  had approved the 
nude
 scene, said the 
decision sends
 students the wrong 
message.  
'What the 
college  is doing is 











a renegade,'  
he
 said of the 
senior  
theater
 arts major 
who has 
written  four 







him,  (the 
administration)
 is 
shedding  a 
very bad light
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(AP)   
The number of 
AIDS  cases in the 
city may quadruple
 to as much as 
17,000  within five 
years, accord-
ing
 to a new forecast
 made public 
Tuesday by the 











department  director. 
"Clearly  we 
will have 
to get state 
and  federal 
help " 
The 
report said the 
majority  of 
AIDS 
cases  in San Francisco 
will  




 males, unlike 
in 
New
 York and 
other  cities. 
The
 cumulative 
number  of 
AIDS cases 
in the city 
could 
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 Large menu of authentic 
Irish cooking  
Lunch & 
Dinner 
 Live Folk Music 
Shows  
Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday
 
from 830 p.m. 
Winchester Blvd. in Campbell Plaza Center 
between Camden and 
Campbell  Ayes. 
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reach  from 
12,349 and
 17,022 in 
five years, 






surfaced  in 1981. 
The 
report also 
predicts  that 
San 
Francisco  may 
spend  any-
where 
from  $159 
million  to $376
 
million
 a year in 
city,  state, fed-
eral 
and  private 
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AIDS. The city 
now















the  case that 
the 
AIDS epidemic
 is a health 
prob-
lem of a 
magnitude  that





sources," Werdegar said. 
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